TrailCo Issues:
1. We were first approached by Tom with a proposal which outlined the amounts
offered $24,605 to use 10.10 acres - no cutting of timber on our property. They would
piggy back over existing line. This was not the initial contact. Had a couple of
meetings prior to that date. He was very adament that we not speak to our neighbors
about the powerline. After reading paperwork he submitted we only asked that a
waiver be given for no spraying of herbicides.

2. At this time he spoke with Doug Stevens and suggested that Doug approach us to
sell him a section of land under the r-0-w so he could get the free electric. Over the
years numerous people have approached us to sell the level property on the corner of
our property. We had no intentions of selling the property. We thought we might build
a house for ourselves later on. Anyway Mr. Stevens began calling constantly about
selling them the property, almost to the point of badgering; Tom was was out of line to
suggest to the neighbors such a proposal which put us in a very bad situation with our
neighbors.
3. A little while later we found out from our neighbors that TrailCo had changed to line
location and would be partially piggyback and separate.
4. As soon 6
stopped bad&

vens found out the line would cross the corner of his property he
us.

4. Everytime Tom would contact us things were changed and what he told us and what

h e told the neighbors were sometimes completely opposite. He said he was very
upset that we were talking to our neighbors about TraifCo.
5. After recieving a map of the proposed r-0-w we told Tom that the church only owned
114 of an acre because it was deeded off our property, initally clear back in the 1800's.
His reply was that it didn't matter what it said on the map as it had nothing to do with

what we were getting. Contrary to that, our thoughts are we are due the amount they
estimated that was to be,paid over the 114 acre. We also told him that our property
boundary lines as drawn on the maps were way off. . He kept brushing this off to
saying it didn't matter. It does matter. Whatever is recorded at the courthouse is on
record forever and may c d d e property line disputs from this point forward. Also, the
impact on our property in that area is devalued and actually of little value now. The
approximate 3-4 acres left on the corner which at one time was very valuable is of
limited value now. The 1O+ acreas on that bottom was very valuable. It's level property
fronted along 2 roads. Could have been divided up to aliow for construction of at least
10 homes. Now the land under the r-0-w can only be used for pasture. The land
beside the r-0-w is of little value, no one would want to build a house there. It's not big
enough for any commercial use. Conclusion: the property is now of very little value as
compared to being extremely valuable prior to the power line. We, on each occasion
disputed the company's calculation on the amount of property they proposed they were
taking. Tom assured us the final surveys would be accurate and the company would
compensate us for any additional acerage.

6. As soon as we found out that they were going to buy the church we asked that we be
given the opportunity to tear it down, if it was going to be demolished. We were told
that would be no problem by both Tom and Mr. Price. We could tear it down and we
offered to buy the property back for $10.

7. We had contacted an attorney and for a while couldn't get a meeting with him. We
kept Tom informed of our actions.
8, The day we finally signed Tom came to the house and accused us of stonewalling
and had no reason why we should refuse to negotiate a price and sign. If we didn't
come to an agreement that day the company would just take eminent domain and we
wouldn't have any say in what monetary amount we would get. After a while we
agreed we would like at least $120,000 for 6 acres and if it was more than 6 acres the
company would pay more. Tom said he couldn't give us that amount but offered
$1 15,000. So the agreement was $1 15,000 plus we would get the church and be able
to tear it down and the company would sell the property back to us for $10. We
planned to tear the church down and reerect it on our property. This would be a home
for our granddaughter. We received a check for $50,000 and signed the papers.

9. An hour later Tom called and said he couldn't give us $1 15,000 but was only
authorized to give us I 13,800. He came back the next day saying he was in big trouble
and if we didn't agree to take less he would have to take it out of his pocket and pay the
difference. He seemed so upset we agreed to the change and if you look at the original
papers you will see that part of the agreement is signed with black ink and the other
part uses blue ink. Now, we believe it was a scam and bet he laughed all the way
back to the office. The TrailCo's representative was a dishonest person.
10. We went to the courthouse and checked the records. Myers received $30,000 for
r-0-w over .05 of an acre which would be $600,000 an acre. Stevens received $61,000
for .35 acres which is $174,286 an acre. Shaw received $30,000 an acre. Mayhorn
and Christopher received $30,000 for 1 acre. We recieved only $18,966 an acre for 6
acreas.

11. The agreement and the amount we finally negotiated on on is no longer valid The
agreement that was signed after being threatened with eminent domain is now
unaccepable. The original agreement has been broken. We didn't get to tear the
church down. The company demanded $4 mil liability insurance plus workers comp
documentation to tear down the frame of the church. The church owners were given
the right to strip the church of all the windows, doors and anything of value without any
requirement of insurance. The church just allowed individuals to come in and take out
parts of the fixtures. In case the company doesn't know it, the rear addition attached to
the original church is on our property. Again, if the surveyors were accurate they would
have known this.
12. We would appreciate it if Trailco would renegotiate our contract because we feel
that we were treated unfairly and harrassed into signing something we didn't feel

comfortable with. We would like to be treated fairly and equally.
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